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Abstract: Aadhar is changing the way nowadays people interact with the system and this unique identity proof will help in establishing trust also. 
Observations of the Government of India are also presented in this particular research paper followed by the discussion on loopholes in the existing 
Aadhar system. The research work will aim at finding the loophole in Aadhar and solve the issues. The project aims at finding the reliability and feasibility 
of the Aadhar cards issued by the government. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Aadhar is viewed as probably the most advanced identity 
software in the total planet. A government and UIDAI 
statutory expert department established on twelve July 2016 
by the federal government of India below jurisdiction of the 
Ministry of info and electronics technologies. Although UIDAI 
they assign a twelve digit identification number to every 
resident in India. This particular amount is connected to 
inhabitants demographics fundamental details and biometric 
info such as a photograph, fingerprints as well as iris scan 
next they're all kept in the centralized database. The person 
information are presently looked after by UIDAI in their main 
repository that is supervised by UIDAI but operated by 3 
private sector businesses. These information can't be shared 
with no authorization to any public/private agencies without 
the permission of the person (K. S., 2014). The Aadhar is 
going to help in producing the digital infrastructure through 
that public and also fiscal transfer is able to occur. At this 
point everybody can be incorporated in the massive 
selection of welfare tasks. When biometric fails afterward 
OTP is actually a backup, thirty % mistake fee is actually 
usual in biometric authentication when we think about 
following points (UID, 2010). 
1. People aren't used to it and are unaware about the proper 
position for the fingerprints. 
2. Machine operators might not be trained completely. 
3. False mistake fee might be higher to stay bogus 
acceptance fee lower. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
The UID Adhaar is actually among the esteemed tasks in 
India where Biometric Card with Unique Identification 
Number will be given to every citizen, as it need registering 
all of the ten Fingerprints of the individual, Fingerprint 
Registration is actually the most crucial part of the task and 
requiring quality Fingerprint Scanner for quickly and much 
better registration. Bio-enable technologies have released 
Bioscan10 fingerprint reader for UID Aadhaar Project that is 
STQC licensed. AADHAAR is actually a 12 digit quantity 
issued by the federal government as proof of residence as 
well as identity in India, verifiable by means of a biometric 
identification feature. Market details: is actually info about 
the resident that's connected to Name, Relationship, Mobile 
Email, Address, Gender, Date of Birth and Number. 
Biometric details: is information about the resident that's 
connected to deal with (photo), Fingerprints as well as IRIS. 
The main objective of Authority of India is actually creating a 
simple medium to trace unquestionable and real identity for 
Indian citizens. Aadhaar numbers or the card are actually 
effective innovative developments of Authority of India to 
facilitate smooth performance of government welfare 
programs. UID cards come with a twelve digit identity 
quantity which provides a distinctive cultural identity. The 
identity card issued by collects and retailers info of an Indian 
resident as photographs, prints and iris of his 10 fingers. 
 
1.1   Functions of the AADHAAR 
• The Aadhaar will offer character: The UIDAI's domain will 
be limited to the  
issuance of explicit ID numbers (Aadhaar) associated with a 
person's biometric and statistic information.  
• Enrolment of inhabitants with proper check: Existing 
character databases in India are really laden with issues of 
misrepresentation just as copy/phantom recipients. To keep 
away from this from saturating the UIDAI store, the Authority 
intends to select occupants to the database of its with proper 
confirmation of their biometric and statistic data  
• An association demonstrate: The UIDAI will be the 
administrative expert dealing with a principle ID Storehouse 
(CIDR), that will issue Aadhaar, update occupant information 
and authenticate the personality of the occupants as 
required.  
• Process to make certain no copies: Registrars will send the 
candidate's data to the CIDR for de duplication. The CIDR 
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will play out a pursuit on key market fields just as on the 
biometrics for each fresh out of the plastic new enrolment, to 
limit/wipe out copies of the database.  
• Online verification: The Authority is going to offer a strong 
kind of web validation,  
the spots where organizations can think about biometric and 
statistic information of the occupant with the record kept in 
the principle database. The Authority is going to help 
Agencies just as Registrars in receiving the Aadhaar 
confirmation methodology, and can help characterizing the 
framework and techniques they need  
• The UIDAI won't share inhabitant information: The Authority 
imagines a feeling of harmony between' protection just as 
reason' with respect to the data it gathers on occupants. The 
offices could keep the information of the occupants they 
enlist whether they're approved to do as such, however 
won't get an opportunity to get to the data in the Aadhaar 
site.  
• Data Transparency: The specialist is going to put the 
majority of the collected data for open to access under RTI. 
  

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
2.1 Data Security 
To recap, the fingerprint of yours and also eye scan 
information are actually classified as primary biometric info 
and features an one way ticket into the CIDR. By law, 
primary biometric info collected shan't be shared "with 
anybody for just about any reason whatsoever".As 
highlighted in the prior post, the CIDR is actually classified 
as a secured System underneath the IT Act, 2000, a crucial 
Information Infrastructure (CII) by the NCIIPC and also the 
UIDAI itself is actually ISO27001:2013 licensed (Kumbha, 
2013). The following are actually several of the security 
enforcements across the Aadhaar ecosystem: • There is 
actually no connection endpoint which returns a holder's 
biometrics, as needed by law. Demographic info as well as 
biometric info are partitioned into different databases 
protected between firewalls; an individual database doesn't 
have all of the user's information in a single physical 

location⁹. Raw biometric information is kept in encrypted 
form in the CIDR (WorldBank, 2016). Connection to the 
CIDR is just offered to ASAs (twenty seven entities at the 
time) more than 1-to-1 leased line or maybe MPLS¹⁰ links, 
i.e., not with the web. Each ASA is allocated a separate 
DMZ¹¹. The PID block is actually encrypted with AES 256 
utilizing an one time session key. The session key is then 
encrypted with a 2048 bit UIDAI issued crucial. This will 
make it incredibly costly to break¹² (K.subramnyam, 2017). 
The PID block consists of a timestamp and an one time 
session key to stop reuse. The digital keys of the registered 
device, the ASA and also the AUA are actually logged as well 
as validated for each transaction.The session key for the PID 
block mustn't be kept and shouldn't be reused throughout 
transactions¹³.GCM encryption was inserted in API v2.0 
Network connectivity between the AUA and ASA should be 
protected through a leased line or at best a VPN/SSL. It's 
the ASA's duty to make certain this connectivity requirement. 
Multi factor authentication (using Aadhaar number + 
biometrics + OTP) is additionally offered with the API. This's 
not necessary as a telephone number isn't necessary for 

Aadhaar enrolment (Dr. Vijay Singh, 12(June)). In instances 
in which self-service isn't feasible and operator interference 
is actually necessary to manage a device, the operator 
should be authenticated and the Aadhaar number of theirs 
logged to do some features. ASA and registered devices 
don't store PIB blocks over a couple of seconds in cache for 
buffering. ASAs as well as device programs are actually 
verified by the UIDAI straightaway (Kale, (2014)). Enrolment 
client program is completely written, maintained as well as 
supplied straight by the UIDAI.  All meta data of a 
request ,timestamp, the entities involve  are made available 
on the web for six weeks, and archived for seven years by 
law. The CIDR in the entirety of its is set in India as well as 
all authentication requests path in the Country. The Aadhaar 
amount itself is arbitrary and it is not based on any 
determining private aspects of the holder. In January 2018, 
the UIDAI has the choice to make a further randomized 16 
digit Virtual ID for authentication requests to ensure that 
customers don't have to share the Aadhaar ID of theirs with 
suppliers. There aren't any limit to generating latest Virtual 
IDs for exactly the same Aadhaar, the ancient one is 
instantly discontinued the moment a brand new ID is actually 
generated. Recently, a breach of Aadhaar information was 
reported following the UIDAI sent a notice to 3 firms for 
practical unauthorized authentication try and storing of 
biometric details. The notice it'd served was discussed 
commonly on social networking as well as questions had 
been raised with the safety of Aadhaar information (thehindu, 
2017). Aadhaar has helped the government transfer LPG 
subsidy underneath the PAHAL scheme, MNREGA 
payments, pensions and scholarships immediately into the 
accounts of beneficiaries removing leakage and diversion of 
money by middlemen. The immediate benefits transfer has 
saved the government ₹49,000 crore throughout two-and-a-
half years, the release added (TheHindu, 2017). Online food 
delivery can be defines a process of delivery of food or take 
out from a restaurant or a local food joint through a web 
page or mobile App. The customers can order food from 
their favorite restaurants, their choice of cuisines, can decide 
whether to get it delivered to pick up from the restaurant and 
can choose to pay from various modes such as cash on 
delivery, debit card, credit card, or any other mobile wallet. 

3.  

4.  OBJECTIVES 
This particular research paper primary objective is actually 
discovering the understanding level of individuals on the 
security parameters of UIDAI Number/Aadhaar card. There's 
a number of other goal is actually evaluate the issue to issue 
& gather the Aadhaar card from the authorities. 

1. To study the current process followed to secure 
Aadhar 
 

2. To find out the reliability of security system as well 
as technology parameters for protecting owners 
information through Aadhar. 

 
3. To find out the breaches/loopholes in the present 

process used in Aadhar process. 
 

4. To understand the alternate options of 
Aadharmarketing campaigns, the marketers should 
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concentrate on the mobile marketing chains 
including technology, people, processes and costs. 
For participating in mobile marketing, brand loyalty 
is the basis for it.  

 
5. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
This study reviews literature chosen with the primary focus 
on the parameters that plays a significant role In the security 
of the data of the Aadhar. 
A. Research Design: 
The research is analytical and descriptive in nature. The 
research is being related to the perception of the Aadhar 
center employees. The study was been done by taking 45 
respondents from various sectors of Noida region. 
B. Sources of Data  : 
The data required for doing the research has been collected 
mainly by using primary and secondary sources. The 
primary sources include the questionnaire in which response 
form the Aadhar card center employees and bank 
employees are recorded. The secondary source includes the 
various journals, research paper and internet websites. 
C. Collection of Data  
The data for doing the research has been collected mainly 
responses from the various Aadhar center employees from 
Noida in the questionnaire .The data was collected mostly 
through mail and telephonic conversation. 
D. Size of Sample  
The study has been conducted by using the sample of 45 
Aadhar center members who are aware of the Aadhar and 
its related procedures . 
E. Approach of Research: 
In the study approach that used mainly the survey 
approaches to get the responses for the research study. The 
approach is very clear for the research to understand the 
viewpoint of the aadhar centre employees. 
F. Sampling Plan: 
Population Targeted: Aadhar center employees, Bank 
employees who handle the aadhar enrollment center.  
Unit of Sampling: 45 respondents 
Sampling Method: Random Sampling method 
G. Statistical Tools used : 
In the study reliability test that is Cronbach’s alpha and pie 
charts are used .Hypothesis are made for testing the 
reliability and then they are analyzed using the IBM SPSS 
software , the interval which is set for comparison is 95 % 
level of confidence , and the significant level is taken at 5 %. 
 

6. RESEARCH FINDINGS AND ANALYSIS 

SURVEY 
It is an estimate of reliability and internal consistency 
reliability. Cronbach’s alpha is an indicator of consistency. It 
is a coefficient scales between .00 to 1.0  
0.00= No consistency in measurement 
1.00= Perfect consistency in measurement 
0.70 = Means that 70% of the variance in the score is 
reliable variance. 
Therefore 30% is error variance. We want the error variance 
to be low. 
When we are trying to measure some sort of characteristics 
and determine that all the construct are related or not.And 

then through this we find the reliability. We check the 
Cronbach alpha value it should be above .7 if it is above .8 
then it is optimal and the value closer to 1 is better and more 
reliable. 

 
 
Interpretation : 
The cronbach’s alpha value is 0.86 which is a good reliabiliy 
score. Relability will be expected to fluctuate from sample to 
sample. 

 
Interpretation : 
The coorelation of every item in the scale is with every other 
item.If the value is near 1.00 then there is strongly positive 
correlation.The mean value of scalability is the least so it is 
least related parameter to test the relability on the test. 
Is Aadhar a reliable ID proof ? 
 
What according to you is the biggest drawback in Aadhar? 

 

 
7. CONCLUSION 
The study of this topic has helped us to present few findings 
based on the secondary as well as the primary data. We 
have performed various tests and studies research 
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papers/journals etc to get a clear insight into the topic. Few 
of the major finding according to this study are: The above 
research helps us to understand the view point of the 
employees of the aadhar centers towards this whole one 
nation one identity scheme. The reliability and the reasons of 
reliability are highlighted through this study. The key security 
parameters used in aadhar are tested and evaluated. The 
research highlights various benefits among which the 
reduced data breaches, the portability, easy to use are few 
features of aadhar. Through the official government enrolled 
aadhar centres there were less cases of breaches in the last 
5 years. Than about 93% people think that aadhar is a 
reliable ID proof. According to the study the availability and 
the confidentiality is the biggest drawback in the aadhar 
system. To ensure proper verification so that no loopholes 
are their various verifications are done such as face 
authentication, KYC, virtual ID. The reliability is 0.86 of 
security system as well as technology parameters for 

protectin
g owners 
informati

on 
through 
Aadhar. 

The 
alternativ

e solution 
to the 

aadhar 
can be 

SSN 
system 

that is 
being 

used at USA for the authentication of the residents of the 
country. 
 

7     KEY SUGGESTIONS  
1. Strengthen legal and policy framework 
2. Demarcate identity verification and authentication. 
3. Separate administration control for online audit and 

key management. 
4. Only hashes of biometric data must be stored on 

server. 
5. Manual inspection is not possible so appoint a 

special force online to handle this task. 
6. Tamperproof guarantees for field devices. 
7. Adopt Modern tools from technology and protect 

data. 
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